With the Ability to Communicate
on Four Different Bands Why Look
Anywhere Else?
The Unity Multiband Radio is the
Only Device on the Market that
Meets All Your Operational and
Interoperability Needs.

®

When the UNITED STATES COAST GUARD protects
the water and coastline that surrounds our nation, Unity
is there.
When the UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
communicates with local first responders around
the world, Unity is there.
When WASHINGTON, D.C.’s FIRST RESPONDERS from
dozens of agencies converge on a major incident, Unity
is there.
When more than 160 agencies respond to SUPERSTORM
SANDY creating a vital need for communications and
situational awareness, Unity is there.

Unity is There

When the UNITED STATES CUSTOMS & BORDER
PROTECTION agency coordinates across boundaries
with state, local and federal partners, the Unity XG-100
Full-spectrum Multiband portable radio is there.

pspc.harris.com

Arm Yourself with
Unparallelled Interoperability
The Unity portable radio connects multiple
jurisdictions and agencies across various
frequencies, systems, and borders.

The Unity XG-1OOP Full-Spectrum Multiband radio’s user-centric design VHF, UHF and 700/800 MHz bands, it also continuously scans
delivers interoperability, ease of use and advanced capabilities, all in

across all bands, voice modes and encryption types at the same

one sturdy and reliable radio. Not only does the Unity have access to

time. Underscoring the importance of multiband radio capabilities,

both digital APCO P25 secure and analog FM communications across

the Department of Homeland Security’s Science and Technology
Directorate recently conducted a pilot test of more than 100 multiband
radios with 15 first responder agencies at large events throughout the

Finally, agents can communicate with
counterparts on both sides of the border
without having to carry two, three or
even four radios to safeguard the
American homeland.

United States. The DHS found that multiband radios greatly improved
the communication and coordination of responders by eliminating the
need for agents to carry multiple radios, share communication resources,
relay transmissions through dispatch, use radio patching systems and
hand deliver messages. The Unity XG-1OOP Full-Spectrum Multiband
Radio was among the top-performers in the program, achieving
excellence in all categories.

BENEFIT

FEATURE

Broadest Scale of Interoperability on the Market

Operates on VHF, UHF, 700/800 MHz Frequency bands

Clear Superior Audio Quality

AMBE+2 Vocoder and Noise-Cancellation Technology

Secure Communications

AES/DES-OFB Encryption

Rugged Construction for Reliability and Endurance

MIL-STD-810G Standard-Approved for Durability and Immersion

Clean and Easy to Learn Touchscreen

Full Color Front Display Interface

GPS Assistance as Needed

Advanced Situational Awareness
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